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The spin liquid concept is intimately
connected with the

idea of fractionalization The Hilbert space of a single spin

is amply
it is two dimensional Anderson envisaged

that a spin liquid could be thought of as an incompressible

fluid of 5 112 fermions described by a Gutzwiller wavefunction

e.g we could consider
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where Po I nit nit projects out the states where 7 1



and the Fermi surface is half filled We oer that the Hilbert

space of the excitations is bigger than the Hilbert spur of

spins but that the projector projects out doubly occupied or

empty sites returning us to the physical Hilbert opal

In this description the opin operator aching on Yours has

fractionalized into fermionic opinions

5 fi utrs
A open flip creates a particle hole pair Now to avoid the

mphysical doubly occupied or empty Mates we must impose



the constraint

Mil 1

at each site Indeed we oer hot 5 nt 171 0 grotal

if we write a Heisenberg model for an antiferromagnet

H I 5.5 3 finite first r
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then we arnie at a Hamiltonian that has a conserved quality

My1 fit at each site These
operators are generato of

a local Uli gauge symmetry
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if the opino fructionalize into Dirac fermions we will obtain

a Uil opii liquid

One
way
to follow this

physics is to rewrite the

Heisenberg interaction in the Cogblin Schneller form i e using
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So we can reunitethe Heisenberg Hamiltonian is to form
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The last term is a constraint Xj is to be integrated belen

75 0 7 27 test imposet constant
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Po ff.fi exp Bailey a

So we can write the heisenberg model as
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where

S for ftp.ADF.o 23Efirtirllti.it o
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It we now carry at a Hubbard Stotovich tranbreton of

the interaction we obtain

fiction fifa fit oifiatfitt.fi
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The resulting actin



8 for fit d 7 fi did

on fitfi tiation 2557

describes a UC gaze teary which has to follow gauge synucle's

e if
611 gauge symmetry
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Indeed if we write Ai Ui e
A

we see to

Ai fit.de is a kindof Peierto substitution in which
i
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X A formthe components of an emergent gauge field

Tuno we see hit

Spin Hilbert Space Spiron Hilbert space

W GangeH

In such gauge
teone's there is always the question of

whether the microscopic particles in this case fermionic spinors

I
are confined or defined



We can oerle a mean field descriptionof and a deconfined

phase by looking for saddle point descriptions of the

ground state Suppose we make to Anatz

Δ could Δ Jj 2

Then on mean field toy is
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Intact halt filling 0 1 is obtained at 1 7 1 if 2 0

we have a ground
the tot is a filled fermi sea
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We can try elint t god stle energy intra field

theory as follows



The ground
state energy is

then for SUN

I Nf 25 9
N 2 2 of bonds

3 per site

where we've set QIN 12 2 0 halt filling

Statnarity w.it variations in Δ gives
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Actually can try one to pluses
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In fact none ofthese men field phases is releval w̅

2D Heisenberg model which magnetically ones However if we look

at the layr N model described by

Lask N July here be well
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then it is possible Mobilize venous flux spini liquid plases

To truly stabilize these
phases probably requies

a plaquet



term
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To avoid the difficulties of to 611 spin liquid he will

examine a
closely

related class of spit liquids
called

22 apr liquids in which underlying gauge teary

the
gauge

tinifornets are discrete About 20 yen age

Alexei Kilner discovered a family of exactly solvable
Fi



Spi liquids which we will now examine


